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Subject: Shock incarceration -- United States -- Statistics. Excerpt: . . . 9 programs also did not
devote as much time to Exhibits 5 through 8 provide a summary of pro-rehabilitation. The number
of hours per day gram characteristics. These program characteristics allotted to rehabilitation
ranged from. 29 hours in will be examined as they relate to the program Georgia to 1. 8 hours per
day in Florida. Further-goals of changing offenders ( by means of deter-more, none of the programs
developed an intensive rence or rehabilitation ) and reducing prison community supervision phase
of the program. crowding. Programs differed in other characteristics as well. Interviews For
example, four of the eight boot camp programs Interviews were conducted with correctional
permitted females to participate in the program at officers, boot camp inmates, and probation
parole the time of the study ( Illinois, Louisiana, New agents supervising boot camp graduates. The
York, and South Carolina ). In...
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The ideal ebook i actually study. It is among the most incredible book we have study. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Boyd Steuber-- Boyd Steuber

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti
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